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Disclaimer



● When growing up I had no idea how wall street worked but was always 
interested 

● In my mid 20s read a review in the newspaper about a book called 
“Trading Wizards”, read book and decided I had to learn how to do this

● Studied for my series 7 exam at a broker called Baraban Securities and 
discovered I did not want to sell product but wanted to be the “trader” 

● Opened my first account in 1995 with 5k in a commodities account and 
lost all of it and continued to do this for many years

● Made my charts by hand of the commodities I traded



● Followed a small radio station called Money Radio with Buz Schwartz to 
learn the trading game and also followed Moe Ansari of Compak Trading

● Eventually made some money swing trading 
● 1996-98 traded futures with a cqg satellite on garage and lost money
● Switched to stocks and made money in 1999 2000 and did not lose too 

much in 2001
●  Swing traded daily charts only for many years and started trading full 

time in 2007
● Survived 2008 into 2009 and learned to take profits faster due to the 

bear rallies were so fast
● This led to more intra day trading and discovering weekly options 



How Do I start the day & what am I concentrating on ?
1. Is the market in an uptrend with the 50 day ma above the 200 day?
2. Are the indexes closing above 10 sma?
3. Is there a IBD “Market In Uptrend” signal 
4. Review the IBD 50 & IBD 20 and recent IPO list that have good liquid 

monthly options and weekly options 
5. Many hedge funds trade weekly options and we want stocks that are a 

“must own” in a rising market
6. I trade most of the same stocks over and over and call that my “basket” 

AMD AAPL BA FB HD JPM MCD MSFT NKE NVDA PG ROKU SNAP SQ 
TWTR WMT and fang stocks 

7. Check SMH IWM XLF HYG IYT VIX for signs of a good market
8. check the NAMO and NYAD and Put/Call Ratio





Is there a IBD “Market In Uptrend” signal





















● Daily Charts point me to the setup and which stocks to trade and will go 
to a lower time frame to trade it.

● I look for positive relative strength to the SPX (rs blue line on an IBD 
chart)

● Want positive daily and weekly macd

● I am looking for pullbacks in stock that set up with downtrend/wedge 
pattern, flag patterns, pennants (triangles) these are continuation and 
bullish formations in an uptrend

 





● Does the stock have an upward rs line (relative strength line)
● Does the stock have daily positive macd? and weekly too (if I can get it). 
● By using rs & macd together it allows me to choose stocks with a better 

chance of continuing their move to the upside

● I will look for a breakout of a downtrend line of the 30 min chart as a starting 
place to open on positions

● I set many alerts to track my stocks moving out and up
● Once ready I go to a lower time frame, 1 or 5 min to see entry area 
● Are futures moving up too ?



Relative Strength (rs)

Relative strength is a measure of the price trend of a stock or other financial 
instrument compared to another stock, instrument or industry. It is 
calculated by taking the price of one asset and dividing it by another.



 rs blue line is the stock vs the SPX as a ratio and 
measures its strength or weakness to the market



When rs breaks out ahead of price this signals a stock that 
is stronger than the SPX and most likely will go higher





















StockCharts “PerfChart”  aka Performance chart is 
another way to spot relative strength 





MACD

Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD) is a trend-following 
momentum indicator that shows the relationship between two moving 
averages of a security’s price. The MACD is calculated by subtracting the 
26-period Exponential Moving Average (EMA) from the 12-period EMA.















AAPL Weekly AAPL Daily



FB Weekly FB Daily





When you combine rs and 
macd you get….
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What options to pick?

● We want stocks that have weekly options but will 
use monthly options to trade

● High “Open interest” and “volume” (what strike has 
activity and interest from other traders)

● In the money or at the money
● Tight spreads 





































How I “save” options using 
TOS









30 Min downtrend breakout

Using a lower time frame you are never late to trade a 
moving stock















5 min range breakout can 
help play gaps 













Stopped Out 

















Resources



IBD Investors Business Daily Paper or online
https://www.investors.com/

https://www.investors.com/


Tweetdeck



Options Mike -A real day trader that trades options 
https://www.smartoptiontrading.com/

OptionsMike@OptionsMike 

Chartpattern.com (Dan Zanger) - Great momentum stocks
Dan Zanger@DanZanger 

 

https://www.smartoptiontrading.com/


David Patrick 
Fitzstock Charts

Fitzstock@Fitzstock2004



Bulls on Wall Street
@bullsonwallstreet

Intraday trading



IBD Meetups 



THANK YOU
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